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At present an algebra ,4 is called separable if the natural map A” ~~ A @ AOP 
-+u A has a left Ae-module splitting. In this paper completions of A” arc studied 
along with left AL-module splittings of the natural map 2 -0 /i :~ A. This is 
mmplete separability. Examples such as a x 30 matrices, infinite products of 
“ordinary” separable algebras, and others arc given in the first four sections. The 
remaining four sections are devoted to gleaning homological consrquences of 
complete separability. 
INTRODUCTION 
Fnr an algebra A let Ae denote Aon @ A. Certain topologies on ill’ have 
proven useful in a number of diverse contexts. In [IO, p. 112, (6.6) and above] 
,4 is commutative so that Ae = A @ A and the topology on A @ d is part of 
the construction of a group analogous to the Brauer group. Again in [lo, 1). 177, 
(17.5)] the topology enters into a completed Amitsur complex whose cohomology 
classifies the Brauer group analog. 
In [8] although the topology is not specifically mentioned the sets JD [S, 
p. 395, (2.1, a)] correspond exactly to the basic open sets Ker P,r in (7.1) of the 
present paper. In [8] these basic open sets JD correspond to intermediate division 
rings. 
One application of the topology in [IO, p. 118, sect. 81 is in the description of 
the algebra of difJerentia1 operators of a commutative algebra A. Following this 
topological approach and making the proper adjustments for 4 not necessarily 
being commutative leads to the definition and study of right d$jeerential operators 
for arbitrary algebras A. This is carried out in [9]. The differential operator 
theory is in some sense “purely inseparable” and calls for examination of the 
companion “separable” theory. This is the main concern of the present paper. 
Another concern of this paper is global and weak global dimension of certain 
algebras. In [3] Chase proves a weak global dimension result [3, p. 358, (3.5) and 
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p. 360, (4.3)] about algebras of differential operators which is independent of the 
characteristic of the ground field. His proof treats characteristic zero and 
positive characteristics separately. 
Using the appropriate topology on A” differential operators may be defined 
independently of characteristic. It seems as if there should be a unified proof of 
the weak global dimension result in the setting of A” with suitable topology. 
Such an approach would give results about homological dimension for a much 
wider class of algebras than just differential operators. 
In this paper we give some bounds for global and weak global dimension for 
algebras arising from topologies on A” which are suitably “separable.” In a 
subsequent paper we shall show that some of these bounds are equalities. 
The desirable topologies on A” arc called operator topologies and are defined 
in (4.1). The simplest example of an operator topology arises from an inductive 
set X of subalgebras of A. For such a X the topology on A” has a neighborhood 
base of (01 consisting of the left ideals in AB: {Ker(Ae + Ao~ ox A)],,,, . The 
details are summed up in (1.7) and in (4.3) it is shown that the resulting topology 
is an operator topology. 
Not all operator topologies arise from subalgebras. The second half of 
Section 4 presents such an example which is also a “separable” topology. The 
summary of this example appears in (4.1 I), including the fact that the topology 
cannot arise from subalgebras. 
Operator topologies on AP give rise to completions i’. The map 
which is a left A’-module map, is suitably continuous and induces a left AI- 
./\ 
module map @: L4P -+ A. Ordinary separability is defined in terms of p splitting 
as a left Ae-module map [4, p. 40, (1 .I ) and below]. Among other properties this 
implies that if &4 is projective over the ground ring it is finitely generated. After 
working with operator topologies in other contexts the possibility occurred of 
fi: 2 - F .-1 splitting as a left A’-module map. This relieved certain finiteness 
implicit in II: A’ + A splitting. 
The first example of topological separability, i.e., $ splitting, is in Section 2. 
In this section ,4 is the direct product of separable algebras. It is well known that 
a finite direct product of separable algebras is again separable. And an infinite 
direct product is not. But if Ae is topologized by ideals arising from the product 
of all but a finite number of the original separable algebras then $: .$ -+ ‘4 
splits as a left A”-module map. This can be found below (2.13). 
Section 3 is devoted to two examples of topological separability arising from 
rx) x CT, matrices. In the second example beginning above (3.12) A is the algebra 
of row finite zc i: x) matrices. The topology here arises from subalgebras. For 
l3, n :J II matrices, a separabilit~~ idempotent in B” is given by Cy=, e:F @ e,, 
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With the topology on 2 there is adequate convergence to make sense of 
cf, e:f @ e,, and this is the image of 1 E A in the splitting of $: 2 + A. 
(Actually in the example of section two, the direct product of separable algebras, 
there is an obvious candidate for separability idempotent which works when the 
direct product is finite. When the product is infinite the topology on % allows 
convergence.) 
is standard result about separable algebras is that derivations are inner. 
Given an operator topology on A’ it is possible to define the continuous 
derivations from A to an A-bimodule. If A is topologically separable then the 
continuous derivations are inner. In fact they are inner with respect to elements 
of the bimodule which respect the topology. This result (6.5) is the culmination 
of Section 6. Of course results about derivations are the tip of the cohomology 
iceberg. But we go no further in this derirection. 
Instead we look at homological dimension. If A” has an operator topology and 
M and N are right A-modules there is a certain natural set (5.3) Horny&Z, N) 
sitting in the middle of: 
Hom,(M, N) C HomY(M, IV) C Hom(M, iv). 
For M, N, P right A-modulesfe HomSP(M, N), g E Hom”(N, P) the composite 
g of lies in Homy(M, P). In particular EndYPN is an algebra sitting in the middle 
of: 
End, N C End” N C End N. 
When N is a right progenerator for A, (5.14,2) g ives the following information 
about the weak global dimension of End9 N: Suppose the operator topology on 
Ae arises from an inductive set L% of subalgebras of A and for each XE L%?, 
Cz is a progenerator as a right X-module and X has weak global dimension less 
than or equal to t; then End” N has weak global dimension less than or equal to t. 
Section 7 is devoted to the study of HomSP(M, N), particularly as a left 
End, V-module. In (7.24, 1) HomSP(M, AT) is proved to be a countably generated 
projective left End, N-module under certain conditions. A result on homo- 
logical dimension (7.24, 2) is that the left global dimension of A is less than or 
equal to the left global dimension of EndY N when the topology on A” satisfies 
the first axiom of countability, N is a progenerator as a right A-module, A is 
topologically separable and for each 1 E Y: A”/1 is a finitely generated projective 
left /lop-module. This last condition is not too onerous and holds in all but one of 
the examples presented. Moreover in examples of operator topologies elsewhere 
Ae/l is usually a finitely generated projective left &p-module. 
Another result on homological dimension (7.24, 2) is that the weak global 
dimension of A is less than or equal to the weak global dimension of End9 :V 
under the assumptions just mentioned. 
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Section 8 returns to the original examples of the first four sections to apply 
some of the results of Sections 5 through 8. Here is one example. If A is a 
countably infinite direct product of copies of the ground ring R and IV = A as 
a right A-module then End” N is isomorphic to: 
11 - 1 
- 
n- 1 
I 
6 cc x co matrices of the form * 
7L=l 
* 
If R is a field this algebra has weak global dimension 0. In this specific example 
it is easy to prove the weak global dimension result directly and the proof 
parallels the proof of the general case (8.4). 
In a subsequent paper we shall prove some of the opposite homological 
dimension inequalities. These usually do not need topological separability but do 
need most of the other assumptions. 
1. MOTIVATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
All algebras are over the ground ring R. Unadorned @, Horn, End, etc., are 
with respect to R. If A is an algebra than A denotes the opposite algebra where 
A - A, a + a is an algebra anti-isomorphism. 
Following [2, p. 1671 A” denotes A @ A the “enveloping algebra” of A. A is 
a left Ae-module where (Z @ b) c == bca. The map A” -+u A, a @ b + ba is 
a left A”-module map. As in [4, p. 40, (1 .I) and below] an algebra A is called 
separable if it satisfies any of the three equivalent conditions: 
(i) A is a projective left A”-module. 
(ii) (0) ---f J + ;4c -% A - (0) splits as a sequence of left Ae-modules. 
(iii) Ap contains an element e such that p(e) = 1 and Je = {O]. (1.1) 
The element e is necessarily idempotent and is called a separabi& idem- 
potent. 
If N is any left Ae-module then there is the bijective correspondence 
{n E N / J . n = (0)) +h Hom,,(A, N), 
n-(a~(iOa).72-(aOl).n), (1.2) 
f(l) -f. 
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This gives the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) in (1 .l) since the e in (iii) with 
J . e = (0) gives an Ae-module map E: A ---)L Ae and the additional condition 
p(e) = 1 is equivalent to pE = 1. 
Note that if x = x a; @ bi E J then C biai = 0 and 
x = 1 (iii @ i)(i @ bi - bi 0 1) = C (i 0 b,)(q fg i - i 0 ai) 
which is the usual trick to show that J is generated by (i @ a - b @ l}apA as 
a left ideal. In particular for n E N a left AB-module the condition J. n = (0) 
isequivalentto(i@a).n ==(a@l).nforalla~A. 
In [4, p. 47, (2.1)] appears Villamayor’s and Zelinsky’s result that a separable 
algebra which is projective over the ground ring R is a finitely generated 
R-module. One way around finiteness of A as an R-module is to replace 
“A being a projective Ae-module” by “A being a flat Ae-module.” We take a 
different approach. 
The n x 11 matrix algebra M,(R) is a separable R-algebra. If {eiJ is the 
usual matrix basis then cFEl & @ e,, E LV~(R)~ is a separability idempotent. If 
we pass to co x co matrices which are row finite to form an algebra A, the 
algebra is not separable in general (ever ?). If R is a field the infinite dimensionality 
of A shows that A cannot be a separable algebra by \‘illamayor-Zelinsky. The 
element X%:1 .Fn @ ej, “would like to be” a separability idempotent but is not 
well defined. A suitable completion of A” will allow convergence of xi”=, zili @ e,, , 
giving a splitting of AZ -2 A = A. Th’ 1s example appears in Section 3. 
Suppose {Bi}L=, are separable algebra. Then A, = nr=, B, is a separable 
algebra. Ane can be decomposed lJj”,l(R, @ B2) which is regrouped 
and we have the decomposition into ideals 
All? = fi BiC @ T. 
i=l 
If each Bi has separability idempotent e7 E Bia then 
e, -I- ... + e, E fi Bit’ C fi B,’ @ T == A,&’ 
i=l i=l 
(1.3) 
is a separability idempotent for A, . 
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If we pass to the algebra A = nT!r Bi , the algebra is not separable in general. 
If R is a field the infinite dimensionality of A shows that A cannot be a separable 
algebra by Villamayor-Zelinsky. The element XT=, ei “would like to be” a 
separability idempotent but it is not well defined. Again a suitable completion of 
A” will allow convergence of zT=, ej , giving a splitting of $ -till z A. 
For a commutative algebra A a certain topology on A @ A is studied in [lo]. 
There it is first introduced in [lo, p. 112, (6.6) and above]. The topology was 
introduced to obtain completions of the Amitsur complex and to define the 
associated algebras of continuous operators. With A commutative, A @ A is 
the same as (isomorphic to) A”. With a not necessarily commutative algebra A 
the appropriate setting for the topology (and completions) is on A”. The algebras 
of continuous operators still arise. It was in the process of studying these 
topologies and completions that the possibility arose of splitting % -p A- = A. 
In the first several examples of completions of Ar leading to convergent 
separability “idempotents” the topology on A” arises from subalgebras of A. The 
topologies arising from subalgebras automatically have certain correct properties. 
After several examples of topologies arising from subalgebras we shall isolate 
the correct properties for a topology on Ae and give examples of these topologies 
which do not arise from subalgebras. 
Here is how topologies arise from subalgebras. For a subalgebra X of A let 
A% denote the tensor product 
A @lx A with the slip-by 
Gz @I !Y = a @ c&Y, a, CXEA, x E x. 
For X C Y subalgebras of A, P,,y denotes the natural projection 
(1.4) 
In this notation 
and 
Write P, for P,,,: AC 
commutes 
(1.5) 
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,4’X is a left AP-module where for z @ 01 E A”, b @ /3 E APX 
(a(FJa) -@@J/q Es ba&Y&4ex. 
In other words the Ae-module structure on AeXis determined by P,: A” + A”X 
being a left A”-module map. The maps Pr,r: A”X -+ A”Y are left AC-module 
maps. 
1.7. The X-topology on A”. Suppose 3 is a set of subalgebras of A with the 
the property that for X, YE G%? there is ZE 3?- with ZC X n IT, i.e., .X is 
ilzductice. The Y-topology on Ae is induced by the left ideals [Ker P,),,,p 
being a basis of neighborhoods of zero. 
The completion of Ae in the x topology is denoted 2 and is 
,$ has a natural left A”-module structure being the inverse limit of left 
A”-modules. For each X there is the factoring at (I .6) of left AP-modules. Hence 
there is a natural left Ae-module map 
making the diagram commute 
A 
\ k&4! 
A = A”A (1.8) 
I .9. DEFINITIOX. If AY has a %-topology and $ +’ -4 has a splitting as 
left A”-module then A is called X-separable. 
For applications of .X-topologies along the lines of [lo] additional assumptions 
are often needed. Most typically assumptions of A being a finitely generated 
projective right (or left) X-module for each X E 3”. Or for each X E % to be a 
central &algebra of A so that A”X = A ax A is an algebra and P,: Ae -+ AeX 
A 
is an algebra map. In this case AP is an algebra. 
As we have hinted certain completions of interest on A’ may give left A’- 
modules which are not algebras. Here are two easy examples where this happens. 
If ;4 is a separable R-algebra and X a noncommutative subalgebra of A then let 
L%? be the singleton {X] ; so that with respect to the Z-topology L$ = .4eX. 
Since .4 is a separable R-algebra if y: A + Ae is any left A’-module splitting of 
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CL: A” 4 A then the composite A +’ A” dPx AaX =-: 2; is a left i4”-modu1e 
splitting of px: AeX + A and A is x-separable. 
The second example. Say X is a noncommutative R-algebra and -1 ‘M(n, S). 
Identify X with the diagonal matrices 
Let Z = {X)-; so that .$ _ A’X. The familiar element z =- x r;, 2’ ei, F --1(‘S 
satisfies J z = (0) and p*(z) = 1. Hence the left A”-module map .-3 -+ &JPdY 
arising from I as in (I .2) is a left AC-module splitting of p,r: ,-I’*Y -+ .-I and -3 is 
x-separable. 
\ 
Earlier in this section we spoke of convergent separability idempotents in :iV. 
Since these convergent separability idempotents are not necessarily in an algebra 
but merely a left A”-module the term “idempotent” may be inappropriate. 
However, the convergent separability “possibly idempotents” E always do 
satisfy J . e =: {OS and p(e) L-= 1 and by (1.2) do give rise to left .-f’-module 
splittings of .$ --tfi A. 
2. DIRECT PRODUCT EXAMPLE 
In this example of Y-separability, .-l is the direct product of a set ,g of algebras 
and the subalgebras of A which comprise J?’ are the direct product of all but 
finitely many algebras in % (plus what is needed to get the unit). 
Let # be a set of R algebras. For a nonempty subset P C ,p Ict -4 jv’ be the 
direct product R algebra 
i3x = n AY (2.1) 
XEX 
and let 1s denote the unit of A,T . If 2 = P let Ap = (0) and I f : 0. If 4 
is the disjoint union of subsets Zi and Pz then il./ = -4 fy, 17 .4.n, . For 
3 C Z consider Ay C As by identifying A, with the elements of .4 F having 
zero entry in the components not in 9. Then Ap is an ideal in -4.F 
For PC # let Z” denote the set theoretic compliment of fl in .f. The 
ideal A% in A, is generated by the idempotent 12 and 
A,/ =: Ax @ Ax, (2.2) 
is a direct sum decomposition of A, into two-sided ideals. The unit I ( of .4.1, 
correspondingly decomposes into central idempotents 
19 = ljr -)- lx,. (2.3) 
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If X g ,j then AZ is not a subalgebra of Ax . However, 
BH=Ax@R.lH, (2.4) 
is the subalgebra of As generated by A* and (2.4) is a direct sum decomposition 
of Bx into 2-sided ideals. The unit of Bs (which of course is lx) splits up as in 
(2.3). In particular 
I#, I#,EB%. (2.5) 
ForX --j~letB~=A$,recalll. =0.1f5?CCthenBbeCB~ 
.X is the set of subalgebras of A, of the form Bx where 2 is 
“cofinite” in 6; i.e., Z’ is a finite set. 
(2.6) 
Let A = ad/-. The %-topology on A’ is given in (1.7). Suppose each X E $ 
is separable with separability idempotent ex . We are now ready to make sense of 
,^- A 
JJXE,p e, in a_lp. r-l” is the inverse limit of the quotients A” + AeBx = 2 Be, A 
with 2 cofinite in 8. The decomposition (2.2) breaks up A = Ax into 
Bm-modules, right and left. Hence, 
Two of the terms disappear: 
and similarly 
Equation (2.4) shows that AH is a quotient algebra of BP and hence, 
-- 
Again by (2.4) R is a quotient of Bx (with kernel A#) and by (2.2) the BP- 
module structure on APT is the R-module structure. Hence, 
Putting the four steps together gives 
(2.7) 
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This is an isomorphism of left A”-modules. The left Ae-module structure on 
,4”Bx is given below (1.6). Writing A as 4% @ A&, and using (I .3) (with @ 
for n) gives the decomposition, 
A” acts on the right-hand side of (2.7) as follows: T acts trivially, ,rZ‘$, acts 
trivially on 4~ , and by left translation on A$ , and 4% acts trivially on A&+ 
and in the usual fashion on AZ . Using (I .3) again (with @ for n) gives 
and putting this with (2.7) gives 
(2.10) 
The formal sum CxF/ ex formally breaks up 
c ex-l- C ex. 
XE2P’ XE.% 
Under AC (or il’) mapping to A”B & the term ‘J&z e, if it converged would 
map to IX E i-lx in the expansion (2.10). And each term ex wouId map to e, 
in X”. Which leads us to define e* E A”Bx by: 
Note that es = 1 E A”B, = A. 
Next suppose 9’ C Z so that 
and 
(2.1 I) 
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The natural map P,,,,* is described by 
A”Bp = @ Xe 0 T4p, 
XEP’ 
The CL: A” -+ A (C @ 01 --t CCZ) map is described in the beginning of the first 
section. It is easily seen ez maps to es . Hence {es} is compatible with the 
inverse system and gives an element denoted CXEj e, in Ark’. 
For &’ = f in (2.12) we see PBP,A(ez) = ep = 1; hence, by (1.8) 
ii; xTxex = IEA. 
( 1 
(2.13) 
Using the action of Ae on AeBx described at and below (2.8) the reader may 
verify that J e2 = (0) where J = Ker(Ae +u A). Hence J. (CXEs ex) = (0). 
Thus by (1.2) A --f P,: -+ (1 @ a) . (C XEy eX) is a left Ae-module map and 
by (2.13) this map splits A” --+0 A, and A is s-separable. 
3. MATRIX EXAMPLES 
Here are two examples based on co x co matrices. In both the idea is to 
make sense of “~~=i & @ e,i” to get a splitting of cc: A” + A. The first example 
contains the essence of “how-it-works.” The second example is an elaboration of 
the first. It is more complicated but has additional important properties which 
will be utilized in global dimension considerations of Sections 7 and 8. 
For an algebra X let K,(X) (K for “Kite”) denote the co x 03 matrices with 
entries from X of the form 
(3.1) 
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where the “kite,” the upper left n x n matrix “,I” is filled in with n2 arbitrary 
entries from X and the “tail,” T-repeated is an arbitrary element of X. K,--(X) 
denotes the matrices of the form (3.1) with 7 = 0. Let K(X) = Un K,(X) and 
K’(X) = Un K,“(X). K(X) is an algebra under the usual matrix product (i.e., 
product does make sense.) We often drop the X. K, C K,,, , K,+ C Kz+l , each 
K,+ is an ideal in the subalgebra K, of K and so K+ is an ideal in K. In fact if 
T : K -+ X is the map which sends each matrix in K to the value 7 of its tail then 
T is an algebra map with kernel K+. 
In K(X) let H,(X) be the subalgebra of matrices of the form 
n 
(3.2) 
where y is an arbitrary n-times repeated element of X and the * symbols indicate 
arbitrary quite possibly distinct from one another elements of X. Since the elements 
of H, lie in K they are actually of the form 
n 
I. (3.3) 
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Let fn denote the idempotent matrix in H, 
0 
(3.4) 
The Hn’s are nested subalgebras of K in the direction H, 3 H,,, . The 
idempotent fn lies in H, but not in H,,, . The identity matrix I of K is f,, . 
Identify X with the diagonal matrices 
X 
X 
XI = Ix = i -1 x = x E A-. 
Then nn H, = X and K = K+ @ X according to 
m = m- T(m)+ T(m) 
IF IF+ 
E 
X 
If as usual eij denotes the matrix with all entries zero except a “I” entry in the 
(i,j)-position then K+ is a free left (or right) X-module with basis (ei,j}z~j_l . 
Let 3C be the set of subalgebras {H,}~zo of K. Being nested the set is 
inductive. K”H, is the tensor product K OH, K with the slip-by indicated in 
(1.4). The K-topology on Ke is given in (1.7). 
In K”Hn the following slip-by relations hold: 
For r > TZ CT, @ 1 = eTlels @ 1 
- 
= els 0 eTl (erl E K). 
For s>n i 0 e,, = i 0 fwgn 
-- 
=e -ss 0 ers = enlelE 0 ers (ess E ffn) 
= G, 0 evsesl = e;., 0 e,, (es1 E KJ 
481/61/r-13 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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Let 2, denote 
(3.7) 
So 2, = i (jj) 1 E K"H,, . KeHn is a left Ke-module and for i @ ers E K" and 
s <n: 
ifi#s 
0 0 
(i @ eTs) . 2, = f e,+ gzr + i 0 z = pir 0 e,, . (3.8) 
z=1 
If s > n: 
Similarly for E,, @ 1 E K' 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Thus for x E X, G,,Y @ 1, i @ xe,, E ilp: 
Since {e,,) is a basis for K-~ as free left X-module it follows that for any 
mEK+:(iOm).z,~=(mOl).zn. 
For any x E X: (1 @ x) . 2, =_ (X @ 1) 2, since x E X commutes with 
the eij’s and f, . As observed earlier K = K @ X; hence, for all elements 
n E K: (i @ n) ‘2, = (% @ 1) . Z,, . Thus if J = Ker(K” ---fp K) then J. 2, = 
{O}. It is easily verified that for m >- n, PHm,Hn(Zn,) = 2, where [FD,,.,,‘ is 
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defined at (1.6). Also P~,(Z,,J = 1 E K. Hence there is a unique element denoted 
A 
x:” < @ ei, E K” where for each n 
and C” & has the further properties that 
Thus by (1.2) there is a left Ke-module splitting of $ K’ + K determined by - 
1 -+ C” eii @ ei, . And K is Y-separable. 
* * * 
For the next example using cc x co matrices over an R-algebra X which is 
not necessarily commutative, let A be the row jinite CC x 00 matrices with 
entries from X. (If (xi& is such a matrix then for each i there is 0 < Ni E Z 
with xij = 0 for j > Ni .) A is an algebra with usual matrix product which is 
well defined because of row finiteness. As before X is identified with diagonal 
matrices by 
X 
X i -4 X = XEX. 
Let B, denote the matrices in A of the form 
(3.12) 
where y is an arbitrary n-times repeated element of X and the * area, i.e., the 
lower rows beginning with the n + 1 row, are filled in with arbitrary elements 
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from X so as to be row finite. The B,'s are nested subalgebras of A in the 
direction B,3 B,+I. The idempotent fn lies in B, but not in B,+l . The full 
algebra A equals B, and fin. B, = X. The row finiteness of matrices in A 
ensures that for each B,: 
(3.13) 
For later applications this example is more important than the earlier “K(H,t” 
example because for each n A is a finitely generated projective right B,-module. 
Also A arises as the algebra of linear transformations of a countable dimensional 
free X-module and the B,‘s are certain natural subalgebras. More about addi- 
tional properties when needed in Section 8. 
Let 9 be the set of subalgebras {Bn},"=o of A. Being nested the set is inductive. 
In B’B,, the slip-by relations hold: 
For Y > n Z,, 0 1 = CIs @ e,, . (3.14) 
For s > 11 T (j$ ers = El, @ e,, . (3.15) 
The respective proofs in (3.5) and (3.6) give (3.14) and (3.15) since H, C B, . 
Let W?, t .d'B,! denote 
The identity for i ixj era t d’: 
(1 0 4 . fK = e,, (3 erl (3.17) 
follows along the lines of (3.8) and (3.9) combined. The identity for c,., 0 I E <?I’: 
follows similarly. And similarly to (3.1 1) for x E X, i 0 xe,.,$ , xe,, (3 I E -3’: 
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Hence for a matrix m E Cisi Xqj 
(i@m).wn =(rng~i). w,. (3.20) 
;\‘ext we show that (3.20) holds for all matrices m E B, . 
If G: B, + X is the map which sends each matrix in form (3.12) to the value 
y then G is an algebra map. Denote the kernel by B;1 Thus B,- is the set of row 
finite matrices of the form 
n 
1 
0 
i 1 
‘r 
\ 
I (3.21) 
and is a 2-sided ideal in B, . Moreover B, = X @ B,+. 
Let LB,+ be the row finite matrices of the form 
and let RB,+ or RB, be the row finite matrices of the form 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
It is easily verified that LB;t is a 2-sided ideal in B, and RB, is a left ideal in B, 
Also 
B, =X@LB,+@RB,. (3.24) 
Since x E S commutes with all Q’S and fr’s (3.20) holds for x E X. 
For m E RB,: meii = 0 = eiim when 1 < i, j < n; also, mfn = m = fnm, So’ 
(3.20) holds for m E RB, . For m E LB,L+: 
mfn = 0, fnm = m, and for s < n e,,m = 0 
n n 
m = 1 meii = C meileli 
i=l i=l 
mei E LB,+ C B, . 
(3.25) 
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Hence for m G LB,+, E @ I, i @ m EA? 
-- -- 
(m~l).W~=~~~~eil+fbrn81 =--@al 
0 - m 
since meil E B, 
0 
= & < 0 mei + i&Z 
=(i@m)-W,. 
Hence (3.20) holds for all m E: B, as well as for m G &j Xeij . By (3.13) it follows 
that J . W, = (0) where J = ker(A” +U A). It is easily verified that for 
m > n: lPB,,B ,W,J = W, where pBm,B II is defined at (1 S). AlsoLpB,( W,,) = 
1 E A. Hence there is a unique element denoted C” eii @ eir E Ae where for 
each n 
Cw G @ ei, has the further properties that 
J * (5 e,i 0 eil) = {O), 
( 
m 
$ c i& @ eil = 1 E A. 
1 
Thus by (1.2) there is a left A”-module splitting of $ 2 4 A determined by 
1 + Cw G @ eil and A is s-separable. 
4. OPERATOR TOPOLOGIES, AN EXAMPLE NOT ARISING FROM SUBALGEBRAS 
Having given several examples of topologies on Ae arising from subalgebras 
we are now ready to present conditions for a suitable topology on Ae. In Sec- 
tions 5 through 8 we shall present applications of the topologies. We conclude 
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this section with an example of a topology not arising from subalgebras but 
which gives separability. 
Let N: Ae-+A @A,n@~~--+a@or. For a set LCAe let x denote the 
image under N of L in A @ A. For UC A @ A we may use U @ A to denote 
Tm( U @ A -+r@I A @ A @ A) when the meaning is clear from the context. 
Similarly for A@UCA@A@A. The map A@A-+A@A@A, 
a @ (Y + a @ 1 @ 01 is denoted e, . Ae is a left A-module via the algebra map 
4.1. Operator topology definition. Let Y be an inductive set of left ideals in 
A”; inductive meaning that if L, , L, G Y there is L, E P’ with L, CL, n L, . 
The topology induced by the sets of Y being a basis of neighborhoods of zero is 
called an operator topology if: 
(1) There is L E Y with 
L C J = Ker(Ae -5 A). 
(2) ForL, , L, E Y there is L, E Y so that within A @ A @ A 
The topology determined by Y is called locally co-jinite (locally co-projective 
(locally co-progenerator)) if for each L E Y: AeIL is finitely generated (projective 
(a progenerator [I, p. 3, Def.])) as a left A-module. The topology is called ideal 
if each L E ,Y’ is a 2-sided ideal. 
Conditions 1 and 2 may be rephrased in terms of continuity of p and e, where 
A has the discreet topology and A @ A @ A a suitable topology. The completion 
$ of Ae is a left A”-module since each L E Y is a left ideal. If the topology is 
A 
ideal then Ae is an algebra. 
Extending (1.9): 
4.2. DEFINITION. If Y gives Ae an operator topology and $ -+p A = A 
has a splitting as left A”-modules then A is called Y-separable. 
4.3. SUBALGEBRA TOPOLOGY THEOREM. Suppose A” has a %-topology as in 
(1.7).ForeachX~~fZetL, = Ker(Ad -+PX A”X), a left ideal in A”. Let Y = 
wx,m . The Y-topology on A” is the same as the Y-topology and is an operator 
topology. 
If Z is a subalgebra of A and A is finitely generated ( projective (a progenerator)) 
as a right Z-module then AC/ Ker P, isjinitelygenerated ( projective (aprogenerator)) 
as a left A-module. 
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If A is finitely generated (projective (a progenerator)) as a right X-module for 
each X E s+T then the topology is locally co-Jinite (locally co-projective (locally 
co-progenerator)). If each X E S is central in A then the topology is ideal. 
Proof. It is strictly a matter of definition that the S-topology on AG is the 
same as the Y-topology on Ae. As a left Ae-module Ae/Lx g AeX = A ox A 
with slip-by indicated at (1.4). Hence if A is finitely generated (projective 
(a progenerator)) as a right X-module then A ox A is finitely generated 
(projective (a progenerator)) as a left A-module which gives the locally co-finite, 
locally co-projective, locally co-progenrator claims. If X is central in A then 
A ox A is an algebra and Px an algebra map so that Ker P, is an ideal, giving 
the ideal topology claim. 
Finally to verify that the topology is an operator topology. By the commutative 
diagram (1.6) for each X E Z the ideal L, C J = Ker(Ae -+u A) and the first 
condition for an operator topology is satisfied. 
For a subalgebra X of iz let A ox A denote the tensor product 
A ox A with slip-by 
xa@a:=a@ax,a,aFA,xEX. 
The diagram commutes 
(4.4) 
Thus Lx is the kernel of A @ A -+(a@,a+a@a) A ox A. If A @A and 
A @ A @ A are left A”-modules by: 
then e,: A @ A -+ A @ A @ A is a left AC-module map. Furthermore 2, is 
the Ae submodule of A @ A generated by {I @ x - x @ l}ZE,r 
e,(l @x - x @ 1) 
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Since e, carries a generating set of E, into A @E, -t e,r @ A which is an 
A”-submodule of A @ A @ A it follows that 
e&)CA@E,+E,@A. (4.7) 
Thusfor Y,ZEZchooseXEZwithXC YnZand 
and the second condition for an operator topology is satisfied. Q.E.D. 
Here is an operator topology which does not arise from subalgebras and gives 
,Y separability. 
The algebra A will be a localization of R[X]. This allows the discussion to 
cover the case R(X). For each Y E R let uy: R[X] + R[X] be the unique R-algebra 
automorphism induced by u,.(X) = X + Y. Let S be a multiplicative system in 
R[X] where cl(S) C S for all r E R. If A = R[X], , the localization of R[X] at S, 
then each CT~ extends uniquely to an algebra automorphism of A. The extension is 
also denoted (TV .
Each or gives a surjective algebra map cr: A” + A, 2 @ 01 --f o,(ar)a. Note that 
&, = p and the cr’s are algebra maps because A is commutative. Each 5, is a left 
A-module map where Ae has the A @ R = A-module structure and A has the 
module structure induced by multiplication. Let 1, denote the ideal Ker(c,). 
It can be shown that 1, is generated as an ideal by i @ X - X @ 1 - i @ r; 
this element is certainly in 1, . Hence 1, + I,? contains the element 
which is invertible if Y - s is invertible in R. This gives: 
If k is a subfield of R then in Ae the ideals (IT)TEL are pair-wise 
relatively prime. 
Thus by the Chinese Remainder Theorem [5, p. 1181 for distinct rr 
the algebra map 
I..., Y, E k 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
is surjective with kernel I?, n Ir, n ... n Ir, . Since each 5,. is a left A-module 
map so is this map in (4.9). 
I 
For a finite set T C k let IT denote n tsrIt . By the remark around (4.9) it 
follows that 
Ae/IT z @ A as algebra and left A-module. 
teT 
(4.10) 
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4.11. THEOREM. If Y is the collection of ideals in Ae of the form IT for finite 
sets T C k then Y gives an operator topology on A”. A is Y-separable. If A is a 
field of characteristic zero then the Y-topology on A” cannot arise as a subalgebra 
topology. 
Proof. Y is inductive since IT, n Ir, = I,r,, 2 . As pointed out earlier 
[,, = p so that Ker p = Ito) E 9. 
For r E k (or r E R) the map i$ A” + A is A-linear, but not A-linear unless 
r = 0. If A has the right A-module structure induced by the composite algebra 
map A +(a-tl@a) A” + 5,. A then 5,. is A-linear. Let us write A, when we wish 
to consider A with this other module structure. This “r” structure is explicitly 
determined by 
right action of product in A, 
bE:AonaEA, result viewed as lying in A, . 
Consider (A @ A) aa (A @ A) with the slip-by (a @ ba) @ (c @ d) = 
(a @ b) @ (M @ d). Identify A @ A @ A with (A @ A) &, (A @ A) via 
A@A@A+(A@A)@,(A@A), 
a@b@c-+(a@b)@(l@c)=(a@l)@(b@c), (4.12) 
a @ b/3 @ c + (a @ b) @ (fi @ c). 
For r E k (or R) let [, d enote the algebra map A @ A + A, a @ c1 ---f au,.(a). 
The diagram commutes 
+A@A 
Ae\ J cr f, 
A. 
Thus (1) Ker %,. = I7 , (2) if A @ A has the A-module structure arising from 
the left-hand A then 5, is A-linear, and (3) if A @ A has the A-module structure 
arising from the right-hand A then c, is A-linear if considered as a map to A, . 
For r, s E k since [,. and [, are surjective it is a standard result about tensor 
products that 
Ker((A @A) @jA (A @ A) a A, @Qa A) 
=~~,OA(A~A)+(A~~)~Afs. 
(4.13) 
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The image A, Qa A of 5, @ I, is as usual identified with A, and it is left to 
the reader to verify the commutativity of the diagram 
correspondence 
A@A@A+J-L(A@A)@,(A@A) 
a@b@c 
J 
ao,(bo,(c)) 1 1 
L@L (4.14) 
A : ‘++’ +A,=A,&A. 
Also under correspondence (4.12) the ideal in (4.13) corresponds to 1, @ A + 
A@.fSsA@A@Awhichgives 
fr @ A + A @ r8 = Ker(A @ A @ A (a@b@c~aor(bo8(c))) + A) (4.15) 
For a finite set T = {rl ,..., r,} C K the map 
is denoted & and is a left A-linear if A @ A has the A-module structure from the 
left A. If A @ A has the A-module structure from the right A then [r is right 
A-linear if considered as a map to A,1 @ ... @ ATn . &- is surjective by the remark 
around (4.9). 
Following the same pattern of reasoning as is just above (4.13) through 
(4.15) leads to the conclusion: 
For finite sets Tl , T, C k 
&.1~A+~@r2~A~~~A 
is the kernel of the map 
(4.17) 
The composite A @ A de1 A @ A @ A, a @ b -+ a @ 1 0 b, with the map 
A @ A @ A -+ A @ A, a @ b @c -+ uo,(b~,(c)) is A @ A -+ A, a @ b - 
aa,u,(c) = UU~+~(C). This is I$.+, . Thus the map in (4.17) composed with e, 
yields 
A@AzA@A@A map’n(4.17) + @ A 
7ET1 
SET, 
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which has kernel ITT, where 
This proves ~(1~~) C fT, @ -3 -f A @ IT, and verifies condition 2 of .‘/‘ giving an 
operator topology. 
Next to verify that A is Y-separable. This comes down to Lagrange inter- 
polation. For a finite set T C k let 2, E A’ denote the quotient of products: 
(4.18) 
and let z, denote the image of 2, in A”/I, . For finite T C /z let us identify 
A6/1, with GftT A where the natural map A0 + A”/I, corresponds to Ap + 
GtsT A, a --f Qtsr et(a). For Tl C T, if T, is the disjoint union Z’r 6 T; then the 
natural map A/ITB - A/IT, corresponds to 
The element zT in ereT A has zero entry in components 0 f Y E 2’ and if 
0 E T the entry 1 in the 0 component. Thus for Tl C T2 the natural map 
A/IT2 --f A/IT1 carries zT P to zT 1 . Also if 0 E T so that the diagram commutes 
it follows that gT maps to 1. Hence there is a unique element denoted 2 E % 
with the property that $ + .4”/IT maps L? to &. . And thus p(g) = 1. 
The left Ae-module structure on BIET A is given by 
and so J . ZT = (0) where J = Ker p. Thus J . 2 = (0) and by (I .2) there is 
a unique left Ae-module map A - 2 determined by I -+ 2. This is a splitting 
of p: 2 + A and hence A is Y-separable. 
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Finally to show that if R is a field of characteristic zero then the F-topology 
cannot be a subalgebra topology. Let US first show: 
If R is a field of any characteristic and T an injinite subset 
and a E A satisfies ~~(a) = a for all t E T then a E R 
(4.20) 
Let R be the algebraic closure of R and view A as lying in R(X). Suppose 
a E ,4 but a $ R. Write a as f(X)/g(X) with f(X), g(X) E R[X]. Since a 6 R 
either f(x) or g(S) is not constant and if both are not constant we assume they 
are relatively prime. Say f(X) is not constant and has root set {pi ,..., F~&L) C i?. 
Since F f.s E li s := r; - F< for some i} is a finite set there is t E T not in F. 
Thus pi - t -;- ii for any i. If a polynomial h(X) E R[X] has roots (41 ,..., y,,} C R 
then ~,(ll(S)) = h(X + t) has roots {ql - t,..., i&,, - t}. If a = et(u) then 
f(x)ig(q .f(-l- - q/g@- t t) so that f(X)g(X + t) = j”(X -I- t) g(X). Say 
g(X) has root set Cc1 ,..., z&} CR. (This should be construed as the empty set, 
I = 0, if g(S) is constant.) Then .f(X)g(X + t) has root set {Y, ,..., Y,} u 
c- i~l - t ,..., U, -- t) andg(X)f(-Y +- t) has root set (f, - t ,..., F~ - t) u (z~r ,..., ZY~}. 
By choice of t it cannot happen that fr - t = fi for any i. Also sincef(X) and 
g(S) are relatively prime if g(X) - is not constant it follows that pi :/- u:, so that 
fl - t A ij -- t for any j. Hencef(X)g(X + t) does not have the root r; - t 
but .f(-Y ~- t) g(S) does. This shows that they are not equal and a,(a) #- a. If 
f(X) is constant then g(X) is not and a similar argument on the root set of g(X) 
produces t t 7’ with ut(u) # a, verifying (4.20). 
Suppose B is a subalgebra of 4 with 
Ker(AP 2 AeB) C It11 . (4.21) 
SinceZer P, contains {i @ b - 6 @ I}beB and we are assuming Ker [FDB C Iti1 
we have [i ,C) 0 - 6 @ I}bEA CIl,l This implies that a,(b) = b. Thus 
b = (J1 : “. 2 o,(b) == u,,(b) and if R is a field of characteristic zero {I, 2,..., n,...] 
is an infinite set. By (4.20) this implies b E R and hence B 7: R. 
If the .I#‘-topology is a subalgebra topology then for one of the subalgebras B 
(4.21) must hold. This shows that R must be one of the subalgebras. But then 
iz’ +‘R *3’R =m- -4” is the identity which has kernel (0) implying that (0) is 
open in .il” and ._lP has the discreet topology. The Y-topology is certainly not 
rliscreet since for any finite nonempty set T C k, 
o+f-(iox-xgi-igt) 
ET 
lies in I, and so no 1, = (0). This contradiction shows that the Y-topology 
cannot arise as a subalgebra topology when R is a field of characteristic zero 
Q.E.D. 
When R is a positive characteristic field the Y-topology of (4.11) may arise 
from subalgebras. If H is an additive subgroup of k let AH : 7 {a E A / ~~(a) = a 
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for h c H). If, for example, A = R(X) then the Y-topology on A’ is the same 
as the subalgebra topology arising from the set of subalgebras {A” C A I H is 
a finite additive subgroup of kj. 
The example in (4.11) generalizes. Whenever an algebra ;il has a suitably 
acting group of automorphisms G an operator topology arises. In fact the 
situation generalizes to an algebra A having a suitably acting Hopf algebra M. 
If 9’ is the operator topology which arises then the End9 A of (5.3) is isomorphic 
to the smash product A # H. We do not pursue this direction any further in this 
paper. 
5. APPLICATION OF OPERATOR TOPOLOGIES AND .!Y’-SEPARABILITY 
TO DIMENSION THEORY 
Here we consider an algebra A with an operator topology 9 on d”. If M, N are 
right A-modules then 9 picks out a certain R submodule Hom”(M, N) of 
Hom(M, N), (5.3). This Hom9(M, N) lies between Hom(M, IV) and 
Hom,(M, N). In particular there is End” M a subalgebra of End M. .y- 
separability enables us to get an inequality relating the homological dimensions 
of End, M and End9 M, (5.13). In fact a somewhat more general setting is dealt 
with in (5.13). 
In (5.14) we show that when the operator topology arises as a suitable sub- 
algebra topology (1.7), (4.3) then th e weak global dimension of End.y M may be 
bounded by the weak global dimension of the subalgebras of A. 
Suppose X is a right A-module. For a E A let a’ denote the map ar: S ---+ *\-, 
x - x a. Similarly for a left A-module Y and a c A: d: Y + I’, y --, a y. 
If M, IV are r&ht A-modules then Hom(M, N) becomes a left A”-module 
where for z @ (Y E A’, f E Hom(M, N), m E M: 
so 
(a@a).f:--a”*f.cx’ 
[(a 0 4 * f l(m) = f@+ 
(5.1) 
If M’, 1V-l are left A-modules then Hom(M’, N’) still becomes a left A’-module 
where for a @ iy E A’, LIZ Hom(M’, N’), m E M’: 
SO 
(H@“).f 1 o!~..f.a’ 
[(a @ cd) *f](m) = af(am). 
(5.2) 
5.3. DEFINITION. Suppose M, N are right A-modules so that Hom(M, N) is 
a left A”-module as at (5.1). For I a left ideal in A” and 9’ an inductive set of left 
ideals of A” 
Hom,(M, N) mP- {f t Hom(M, N) / 1. f = (O}:, 
HomSP(M, N) := u Homr(M, N). 
1E.Y 
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For left A-modules M’, N’ Hom,(M’, N’) and HomY(M’, N’) are defined 
similarly. 
If I is a 2-sided ideal then Hom,(M, N) is an A”-submodule of Hom(M, N). 
If Y consists of 2-sided ideals then Hom”(M, N) is an Ae-submodule of 
Hom(M, N). However, in general Hom,(M, N) and Hom”(M, N) are merely 
R-submodules. For 1 C K, Hom,(M, N) 3 Hom,(M, N). 
5.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose M, N, P, Q are right A-modules: 
1. If I, K, L are left ideals in A” with e, (I) C A @ K + L @ A then for 
f c Hom,(M, N), g E Hom,(N, P): the composite g 0 flies in Hom,(lCf, P). 
2. If I is a left ideal in A” lying in J = Ker(Ae +u A) then Hom,(M, N) 3 
Hom,(M, N). 
3. If Y is an inductive set of left ideals of A” andf E HomY(M, N) then the 
map “ .f” defined by .f : A” -+ Hom(M, N), z ---f z * f is a continuous left A”-module 
map where Ae has the Y-topology and HEm(M, N) has the discreet topology. 
Hence “.f” induces a unique continuous map .f making the diagram commute: 
.f 
A’ + Hom(M, N) 
The map F$ + Hom(M, N) . zs a left Ae-module map. If g E Hom,(Q, M), 
h E Hom,(N, P), z E 2, a, cy. E A and m E M then h 0 f 0 g E HomY(Q, P and 
cf>(z) = h 0 [&)] 0 g, 
[?((a 0 aMI = [f?(Z)l(ma)la. 
(5.5) 
4. If 9 consists of 2-sided ideals (so that $ is an algebra) then for I E 9’ and 
f E Hom,(M, N) the maps f and Fhave image in Hom,(M, N). Thus Horn9 
A A 
(M, N) is an A”-module where for z E Ae, f E HomY(M, N): z . f LX T(a). 
Each Hom,(M, N) is an A”-submodule. This is the unique L-module structure on 
HomSP(M, N) continuously extending the Ae-module structure. 
5. Suppose A is Y-separable and y: A --f A$ is a splitting of $ Aa+ &4 
as a left A”-module map. The map 
HomY(M, N) + Hom(M, N) 
f4W) 
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(see part 3 fey ‘I>‘) is a projection of Hom”(M, N) onto Hom,(M, N). Denote this 
projection map IFD,: HomY(M, N) + Hom,(M, N). If h E Hom,(N, P), 
g E HomSP(M, N), f E Horn,@, M) then 
h o P,(g) : f = p.,(h “g of). 
6. If .Y gives an operator topology an iz” then End9 M is a subalgebra of 
End M and End9 M contains End, M as a subalgebra. If ;4 is Y-separable with 
y: A + $ splitting /I as a left A’-module map then P,: End” M -+ End, M is an 
End, M-bimodule map. 
Proof. ForfF Hom(M, N),g E Hom(N, P) define 
E g,f: A @ A @ A -+ Hom(M, P) 
a@b@ccaa?‘~g~bT~f~cJ 
Eg: A @ A - Hom(N, P) 
a @ b + ar 0 g o b”, 
Et: A @ A --f Hom(M, N) 
a @ b - a’ 0 g 0 br. 
(5.7) 
Then for a @ b @ c E .4 @ i2 @I iz 
E,(a @ b) of 0 c’ 
It is easily verified that ‘If lying in Hom,(M, IV)” is equivalent to “E,(k?) = 
{O}.” Similarly ‘2 lying in Hom,(M, IV)” is equivalent to “E,,(E) == [O}.” 
For a@cxEAe 
(~@a).(gf) -a~ogfc~~~ -aa’og~lr~f~UP= Eg,f(el(a@Cy)). (5.9) 
Now suppose Jo Hom,(M, N), g E Hom,(M, N) and er(f) C A @ l? + 
e @ A. For x E f write er(x) as er(x) = C ai @ yi + C zj 0 cj with (a,), {q> C A, 
{ yi> C R, {zj} Cl. Then by (5.9) if x = 9 for y E II 
Y . kf) = &A+)) 
= C E,Aai 63 Y<) + 1 Eo,dzj 0 cj) hy (5.8) 
0 0 
which verifies 1 . (gf) = CO] and gf E Hom,(M, P). 
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2. ForfE Hom(M, N) it is easily verified thatflies in Hom,(M, N) if and 
only iffo ar = a” offor all a E A. Since Ker p is generated by {i @ a - a @ l}asA 
it follows that for f E Hom(M, N) 
f~ Hom,(M, N) if and only if (Ker p) .f = (0) 
and forfE Hom,(M, N), .a E A’ 
z -f = p(z)‘of =f”F”(Z)‘. 
(5.10) 
This gives part 2. 
3. If fe HomY(M, N) then f~ Hom,(M, iV) for some I E Y and so 
I C Ker( .j) giving continuity of .j. Thus a unique continuous Texists making 
the diagram in part 3 commute. Since .j is a left A”-module map so is 7 For 
f s Hom(M, N) z = C ai @ CQ E A”, g E Hom,(Q, M), h E Hom,(N, P): 
Thus if f~ Hom,(M, N) then h of og E Horn,@, P). Extending (*) to z E 2 
gives the first formula in (5.5). F or a, CL E A, z E Ae, m E M it is easily verified 
that [((a @ ~),a) . f](m) = ([z .f](m~))a. Extending this to x E $ gives the 
second formula in (5.5). 
Part 4 is left to the reader. 
5. Suppose 9 is an inductive set of left ideals at least one of which lies 
in Ker p-“; so that by part 2, Hom,(M, N) C HomY(M, N). Then by (5.10) it 
follows that forf+z Hom(M, N): 
f E Hom,(M, N) if and only if y(Ker $) = (0) 
and for (5.11) 
f~ Hom,(M, N), x E 3: .,jqz) = /q,z)~ of =fofi(z)?‘. 
Now assume that A is Y-separable with y: ,4 -+ 2 being an Ae-module 
splitting of I;. Let us show that the map 
P,.: HomY(M, N) f-r Hom(M, N) 
has image in Hom,(M, N). 
Since Te -+.> Hom(M, N) and y: A 
A 
-+ Ae are left A”-module maps 
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2 . 1 = /L(x). 
Hence if z E Ker p, z (y(y(1)) = 0 and by (5.10) T&(l)) E Hom,(M, N). 
Next suppose that f~ Hom,(M, N). Then (5.11) giy the first equality and 
the fact that y splits $ gives the second equality in: j(y( 1)) = @(y( 1))’ o f =: 
1’ of = f and the map [FD,, is a projection onto Hom,(M, N). 
6. That End” M is closed under composite follows from part 1 and 
condition 2 in the definition (4.1) of operator topology. That End, iV2 C End9 M 
follows from part 2 and condition 1 of (4.1). By (5.6) of part 5, P, is an End, n/l- 
bimodule map. Q.E.D. 
The ideas in the proof of (5.4) h ave a number of generalizations. We list one 
generalization as (5.12) for reference. Proof is omitted since it so closely follows 
(5.4). 
Suppose H is an algebra and p: A -+ H an algebra antimorphism. For a E -4 
we write a~ for p(a). (UP plays the role of ur in (5.4).) H becomes a left A”-module 
where (a @ a) . h = a0 h LY, the product in H. For a left ideal JC AC let 
HJ = {h E H j J . h = {O}}. For Y an inductive set of left ideals of A8 let 
Hs” = UJEY H., . 
5.12. PROPOSITION. (1) IfI, K, L are left ideals in A” with e,(f) C A @ I? $- 
E@AthenH,H,CH,. 
(2) If I is a left ideal of A’ lying in J == Ker(Ae 4~ A) then HI contains C,, 
the centralizer of Im p in H. 
(3) If Y is an inductive set of left ideals of A” andf E HY then the map “.f” 
de$ned by .f: A” ---f H, z ---t z f is a continuous left Ae-module map where Ae has 
the Y-topology and H has the discreet topology. Hence .f induces a unique con- 
tinuous map Tmaking the diagram commute: 
The map T: % + His a left A”-module map. 
(4) If Y consists of 2-sided ideals (so that ;;r is an algebra) then for I E 9 and 
f E H, the maps .f and Fhave image in H1 , Thus HY is an A?-module where for 
x~A~, fEH% z -f = F(z). Each H A, , is an  -submodule. This is the unique 
A$-module structure on HY continuously extending the i2?-module structure. 
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(5) If Y gives an operator topology on Ae then HY is a subalgebra of H and 
II9 contains C,, . 
(6) If A is Y-separable and y: A -+ $ is an A”-bimodule splitting of @ 
then the map 
HY+H 
is a projection of HY onto C,, . Denote this projection map P,: H --f C,, . P, is a 
c ilp bimodule map. 
(7) f E H lies in C,, if and only if (Ker p) . f = (0). For f E C,, , x E Aa 
z . f =z p(z)Df = fp(z)p. 
(8) Suppose Y is an inductive set of left ideals at least one of which lies in 
“,” CL; so that by part 2, C,, C HYAThen for f E H, f lies in C,, if and only if 
j(Ker $) = (0). For f~ C,, , z c A” 
We draw the following corollary which applies to the setting of (5.12) or (5.4) 
with H=EndM, p = Y: A --f End M, and End, M = CA, . In this case 
H9 = EndY AL 
5.13. COROLLARY. (1) Suppose p: A + His an algebra antimorphism and A is 
9’-separable. Then D(C,p) < D(H”) + dcA,(HY) and WD(C,p) < WD(HY) + 
wdc#IY). 
(2) If V is an algebra with subalgebra U and U is a direct summand of V as a 
L’-bimodule then D(U) < D(V) + dU(V) and WD(U) < WD( V) -t wd,(V). 
Note. D indicates left (right) global dimension, WD the weak global dimen- 
sion, d the left (right) projective dimension of the module in parentheses over 
the subscripted ring, and wd the left (right) weak dimension of the module in 
parenthesis over the subscripted ring. 
Proof. (1) By (5.12, 6) there is a CAP-bimodule projection HY + CAP. Thus 
part 1 follows from part 2. 
(2) The result for global dimension is [6, Theorem 5, p. 1731. However, 
[6, Theorem 5, p. 1731 holds with D replaced by WD and d replaced by wd. 
In fact the proof given by Kaplansky still works if the appeal to his [6, (8) p. 172] 
is replaced by an appeal to the weak dimension statement of [2, Ex. 5, p. 3601. 
This gives our claim about weak global dimension. Q.E.D. 
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5.14. PROPOSITION. Suppose Z is a subalgebra of A and 9’ is an operator 
topology on -4’ which arises as a subalgebra x-topology, (1.7), (4.3). 
(I) Suppose M and N are right A-modules and I = Ker P, (P, defined 
above l.6), then: 
Homr(M, &) -= Hom,(hZ, N), 
(2) Suppose for each X E ZK that A is a progenerator [I, Definition. p. 31 us 
a right aY-module and that X has zceak global dimension less than or equal to t for 
some fixed t E Z. If M is a right A-module which is a progenerator then the weak 
global dimension of End.y M is less than or equal to t. 
Proof. (I) As a left ideal Ker P, is generated by (T (z\, u” ~~ 2 ;5; 1 jziz . 
Hence for f E Hom(M, N) it follows that f E Hom,(M, N) if and only if f 0 z’ 
z’ of for all z E Z. Thus Hom,(M, Iv) = Hom,(M, N). The second equality in I 
follows from the lirst since HomY(M, nir) =y uxE,f Homk,rPx(M, X). 
(2) For SE X the module M considered as a right X-module is a pro- 
generator since MA and A, are progenerators. Hence by Zlorita theory [I] the 
weak global dimension of X and End, M are the same; so End, M has weak 
global dimension less than or equal to t for all X C X. Then by [2, p. 125, 
Ex. 171 it follows that EndY M = UXEX End, M has weak global dimension 
less than or equal to t. Q.E.D. 
The idea of using [2, p. 125, Ex. 171 to bound the weak global dimension of 
End9 M is “cribbed” from Chase and appears in his proof [3, p. 358, proof of 
(3.W. 
6. APPLICATION OF Y-SEPARABILITY TO DERIVATIONS 
As another application of .Y-separability we consider derivations from A to an 
A-bimodule. With “ordinary” separability derivations are inner. With .‘I’- 
separability the derivations must be continuous with respect to the Y-topology. 
Then the elements they are “inner-by” also respect the Y-topology. 
Say M is an A-bimodule. M becomes a left Ae-module where (A 0 a) m - 
cuma. 
6.1. DEFINITION. Suppose M is an A-bimodule so that M becomes a left 
Ae-module. For 1 a left ideal in Ae and 9’ an inductive set of left ideals of AC 
M : I = {m E M j I * m = {O}$, 
My, (j M:I. 
ICY 
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If 1 is a 2-sided ideal then M : I is an A-subbimodule of M. If Y-consists of 
2-sided ideals then My is an A-subbimodule of M. Of course being an ,4-sub- 
bimodule is equivalent to being an Ae-submodule. 
Since ~$1 is a right A-module for a E A, a?: M---z M, m + ma is defined as 
above (5.1). Since M is an A-bimodule for m E M define mR: A ---f d!f. a - + N m. 
and 117~: .-I + M, a - m a. 
6.2. IXIVKK~. Suppose M is an A-bimodule and Hom(A, ~12) has the left 
.4C-module structure of (5.1) with respect respect to the right A-moMe structures 
on -4 rind M. Let I be a left ideal of 4” and inductwe set of left ideals of A3’. 
(I) The map R: lil/I+ Hom(A, M), m -+ mR, is a left A4f’-module map; 
hence, 
R(M : I) C Hom,(A, J/r) and R(MY) C Hom9(A, ;W). 
(2) M : 1 Rm-l(Hom,(A, M)) and M”’ =: R-l(Homy(A, M)). 
(3) FOY a E A, m E M, ar 0 mL = mL o ar E Hom(A, M). 
(4) The map L: M + Hom(A, M) satis$es x . (mL) == p(z)” 0 mr, for 
nr E Ad, 2 E -4’, and mL E Hom,(A, , MA). 
(5) FOY m E MY the map “.m” dej?ned by .m: A’ ---f M, 33z.m is a 
continuous left Ac-module map where Ae has the .Y-topologyAand M has the discreet 
topology. Hence “.m” induces a unique continuous map ‘rn making the diagram 
rommu f e 
The mrrp ‘m : A’ --f M is a left Ae-module map. 
(6) Fosm~M~and.z~% 
zoheve ,mK is d@ned in (5.4, 3). 
(7) If a~ ideal of .Y lies in Ker p so that $ % + A is well dejined then 
mL E Hom.y(.-l, M) for any m E M and for z E ‘4’ 
Proof. (1) ‘The calculation that R is a left .4e-module map is left to the reader 
and the other claims in I are immediate. 
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(2) Suppose m E M with mR E Hom,(A, M). For ,I E A”’ .a mR -= (2 m)R 
by part (1). Evaluating at 1 E A gives 
[z m”](l) z (2 . m)“(l) = 1 . (.a . m) = z m. (“1 
If mR E Hom,(A, M) then I mR = {0} and by (*) 
(0) = [I m”](l) = I . m 
proving that m E M : 1 and M : I = R-l(Hom,(A, M)). The rest of (2) is 
immediate. 
The calculations for (3) and (4) are left to the reader. The proof of part (5) is 
similar to (5.4, 3) and left to the reader. 
FE ,v E A’, m E M, part (I) gives ( JJ m)R = y (m”). The extension of this 
to il’ is part (6). 
(7) By (5.4, 2) Hom,(A, , M,J C HomY(A, M) and by part (4), 
mL E Hom.,,(A, , MA). Thus mL E Hom”(A, AZ). The rest of (7) is the extension 
of part (4) to $. Q.E.D. 
6.3. L~rmv1.4. Suppose M is an A-bimodule and g E Hom(A, M). The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) g is a derivation, i.e., 
g(aa) _- ag(a) j g(a)u ,for a, (YE A. 
(3) ,g( 1) ~~ 0 and for each x E A” there is mZ E M with 
If g safisjies the conditions then for z E AS, m, must equal (z g)( 1) 
i+oof. It is a straight forward calculation that (1) implies (2). Considering z 
of the form I @ OL t Ae and applying the formula in (2) shows that (2) implies (1) 
and thus (1) and (2) are equivalent. 
Parts (1) and (2) imply (3) since for a derivation g (it is an easy check that) 
g( 1) = 0 and the formula in (2) shows that m, may be chosen as (z . g)( 1). 
Part (3) implies (2) as follows: Evaluate the formula in (3) at I E -4 which gives 
mZ = (z g)(l) --g(l) ~(a). Since g(1) = 0 it follows that m, m= (z g)(l) and 
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the formula in (3) reduces to the formula in (2). The conclusion above that 
m, = (z . g)(l) also gives the final statement. Q.E.D. 
This element (z . g)(l) plays an important role for separable algebras. If z 
is the image of 1 under a splitting of CL: A” -+ A then (2 . g)( 1) E M is the element 
of M whose inner derivation is g. In our situation of fi: % + A splitting, z lies 
in .% not A”. So we must take G(z) evaluated at 1 instead of (z . g)(I). 
From (6.3) we get 
6.4. LEMMA. Suppose 9’ isz inductive set of left ideals of A” at least one of 
which lies in Ker ,u so that 6: Ae + A is well defined. M is an A-bimodule and 
g E HomY(A, M) (Hom9(A, M) with respect to the right A-module structures on ‘4 
and M.) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) g is a derivation. 
(2) For all z E % 
24 = iw’ 0 g + [%)l(l)R. 
(3) g(1) = 0 andfor each z E $ there is m, E M with 
T(z) - j?(z)’ og = mzR. 
If g satisjies the conditions, then for z E $, m, must equal [.zz)]( 1). 
Proof. This extension of (6.3) is left to the reader. 
6.5. THEOREM. Suppose A is ,Y-separable, M is an A-bimodule, and 
g E HomY(A, M). Let y: A -+ AAe be a left Ae-module map splitting /I: -$ - A. 
(1) ~%4)) = &4~N1uv. 
(2) If g is a derivation then 
m == [G(y(l))](l) E fWY 
and 
g = mL - mR, 
i.e., g is the inner derivation determined by m. 
(3) For n E MY, nL - nR is a derivation lying in HomY(A, M). 
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Proof. (1) For CGA 
c;‘(YmN(c) == GM 6 c) Y(l))l(l) by (5.5) 
= Gc(c 6 1) r(l))l(l) hy (1.2) 
== t&4uNm hy (5.5) 
d&miw@-)~ 
proving ( I ) . 
(2) For g a derivation z E ‘G, n, cy. E :I by (6.4,2) 
GM4 : R(a) Pb) -t4%Ml) 
and so 
I^ 
By (5.5), ([.g(z)](a))~ =-~ [Ti((U @ N)z)]( I j giving 
If F(z) lies in the center of .il g(a) i;(z)a -g(a) u/Z(z) =-- $(~)[(a I,:~ CI) g](l). 
Thus for AX E $ with p(z) m the center of A and v E Ae (6.6) gives 
?’ . (&)lU)i = !wxv .x1(1) -+ GiP)1U!. (6.7) 
Since g E HomY((A, M) there is IE .Y with I g =-: (0:. Since .Y’ gives an 
operator topology there is K E 9’ with Ker ,L 3 K. Since 9’ is inductive there 
is L E .Y with L C K r\ I. For z = y(1) c(z) =- 1 which lies in the center of .d 
and (6.7) applies. If 1’ c L then y g = 0 since I g == (01. Also since z y(l), 
?’ ‘Z = v . y(,lJ - y( y . 1) ::-- yp( y) \Ahich is zero since L C Ker CL. 
Thus L ([.,q(y( I))]( 1)) -= (0) and [.g(y(l))](l) E ML C My. 
By (6.4, 2): 
A r 
X(YU)) -- L&lMv = fiY(1)“cR. (.-i) 
.fl\ 
BY part (11, x(r(l)) L- ([%(l))I(1))” and py( I) =- 1 since y splits 6. 
Since 1’ 0 Cg 1 g, (**) becomes 
giving the rest of part (2). 
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(3) By (6.2, 1), nR E HomY((A, M) and by (6.2, 7) nL E HomSP(A, M). 
Thus rzL ~ nR E Hom9(A, M) giving part (3). Q.E.D. 
Of course in a homological context (6.5) g ives the vanishing of a first coho- 
mology group. We do not develop the homological setting in this paper. 
7. STUDY OF IIoPI~(M, X) 
In view of (5.4, 6) and (5.13) ‘t 1 would be desirable to have End9 M as a 
projective left End, M-module; because then D(End, iW) :.< n(EndY :W) and 
WD(End/, M) < WD(EndS”M). Th’ is section is devoted to studying End” M 
as a left End, M-module and applying the results to the examples developed in 
Sections 1 through 4. 
Throughout this section M and S are right A-modules. .Y gives an operator 
topology on .4”. Hom(M, X) has the left A’-module structure of (5.1). We freely 
use the other definitions and constructions of Section 5. 
Let Hom(M, A) have the left A-module structure where (CL .f)(m) -~: qf(m). 
Hom9(M, A) is formed with respect to the right A-module structure of Mand A. 
7.1. PR0P0S1770~. (1) 1f I Is a left ideal of A’ then Hom,(M, A) is n left 
.4-submodule ofHom9(M, A). Hom,Y(M, <4) is a left i3-submodule ojHom(d2, .-1). 
(2) The natural map: 
A7 aA Hom(M, &4) -% Hom(M, AV), 
n @f-- (112 -> nf(m)), 
carries il: @)A Hom9(M, *4) to HomY(M, A). Thus there is a unique map 7 
making the diagram commute: 
llr (21~ Hom,Y(llY, -4) -5 Hom.y(M, !\‘) 
1 $ 
1%’ BA Hom(M, A) -L Hom(M, X). 
(3) If N is a pnitely generated projectifje Yight A-module then K and 7 are 
isomorphisms. 
(4) The left AC-module structure on Hom(M, 4) arising from MA , =1, as 
in (5.1) commutes with the left A-module structure on Hom(M, A) given above this 
proposition. Hence, A’ @A Hom(M, A) inherits a left A’-module structure from the 
left Ae-module structure of Hom(M, .4). The map K is a left As-module map. 
Hom(M, N), N @QA Hom9(M, A) and N ga Hom(M, A) are naturally left 
End, LT-modules from the action of End, Ai on N. 
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(5) HomY(M, A:) is a left End, K-submodule of Hom(M, N). The maps K 
and 77 are left End, IV-module maps. 
Proof. Part (4) is a straightforward calculation and is left to the reader. 
(1) It follows from (4) that for a t A, f s Hom(M, .4), z E A% . (a . f) = 
a . (z f). Part (1) immediately follows from this. 
(2) Suppose I is a left ideal of A@ and N @A Hom(M, A) has the left 
A@-module structure indicated in part (4). In (6.1) (K gA Hom(M, A)): I is 
defined and it is easily checked that the natural map 
N @A Hom,(M, A) -+ iV ma Hom(M, A) 
has image in (K @A Hom(M, A)) : 1. By (4) K is a left A’-module map and so 
carries (N gA (M, A)) : I to Hom(M, iv) : 1 = Hom,(M, A). Thus we have the 
commutative diagram : 
N gA Homr(&‘, A) --.----f Homl(M, R;) 
1 f-l (7.2) 
N aA Hom(M, A) --“--t Hom(M, R) 
and part (2) follows since: 
and 
Part (3) is certainly true if 1%’ .gz A a free right A-module with singleton basis. 
The functors and maps commute with finite direct sum so that (3) is true for J\: a 
free right A-module with finite basis and hence for N a direct summand of a 
free right A-module with finite basis, i.e., a finitely generated projective right 
A-module. 
(5) Forf E Hom(M, A), g E End, A!!, z E A”, z (x 0.f) 7:: g 0 (z . .f). Thus 
if I is a left ideal of ,4’ and I ‘f -_= (0) then I (R 0 f) =: CO). This shows that: 
Hom,(M, fV) is a left End, :V-submodule of Hom(:ll, :V). (7.3) 
Taking direct limit over I E ,‘/’ shows that HomY(M, N) is a left End, A--sub- 
module of Hom(M, N). That K and 17 are left End, N-module maps is left to the 
reader. (I.E.D. 
By part (5) when LV [qA Hom.Y(M, A) +q Hom”P(M, A) is an isomorphism 
the left End, X-module structure on Hom.Y(M, N) corresponds to the left 
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End, .V-module structure on N @A Hom”(M, A) arising from the left 
End, N-module structure on N. The Morita theorems will tell us about N as a 
left End, N-module and to complete the picture of N aA Hom9(M, A) as a 
left End, S-module we must know about HomY(M, A) as a left A-module. 
This we now consider. 
The algebra maps: 
enable us to consider any left (right) A”-module as a left (right) A and A-module 
with colnnzufing actions; i.e., for y in the module and ZE A, cx E A: LY . (a . y) = 
z (a J). The algebra antimap 2 -+@+‘) A enables us to consider any right 
(left) A-module as a left (right) A-module. 
Suppose I is a left ideal of A” so that {0} + I + Ae -+ A”/I + {0} is an exact 
sequence of left AP; hence, A and A-modules. If M is a right A-module then by 
right exactness of 0: 
M@AI-+M@A AedM@, A”/I+(O$ (7.4) 
is an exact sequence. And is an exact sequence of left d-modules with the J- 
module structure from the right-hand tensorand in each term. If L is a right 
A-module-hence left A-module-we apply HomJ( , L) to (7.4) and use left 
exactness of Mom to obtain the exact sequence: 
(0) -+ Homag(lW @A Ae/I, L) ---f Homx(M @A A”, L) + HomA(M on 1, L). 
(75) 
Let us sort out what we have. 
If fV2 ~3 ,$ has the right AP-module structure induced by MA and AJ then 
(JJ @ -q) I and (M @ A)/(J+’ @ A) . I are defined. If M @ 2 has the left 
,q-module structure from AA then (M @ x) ‘1 and (M @ il)/(M @ ,4) I are, 
respectively, sub and quotient left ‘-modules of M @ A. 
7.6. Jhscussz’o~z. (1) There is a natural left Aq-module isomorphism 
M 0 ., .dp g ,I2 @ 2 where for z @ 01 E A”, m E M: 
M0,,4”3mOaOa:t-+(mol)OaEMOA. 
This isomorphism induces the commutative diagram with exact rows: 
M@A I p-M aa ,40 ----+ M (gin A’I p---f (0; 
(7.7) 
All the maps in (7.7) are left A-module maps. 
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(2) If I, is a right A-module-hence left A-module- there is a natural 
isomorphism HomA(M @ A, L) s Hom(M, L) where for .f L Hom(M, L), 
?nEM, nEA: 
This isomorphism induces the commutative diagram with exact rov:x: 
Horn,-((Al :_ .-I) I, I,) 
IfL happens to be a left module for an algebra B and the left B-action commutes 
with the right A-action so that Horn&L) is a left B-module for any left 
A-module Q, then all the maps in (7.8) are left B-module maps. 
(3) If U is an algebra and there are modules MA , n,H-\-, filS the actions of .-1 
and R commuting on :V then there is the natural adjointness relation: 
A41>plying Horn-,l( , L) and this relation to (7.4) with B = A and ,$’ ~- ,,-L( =1+,) 
so that A (21 H =:= ill’ yields the commutative diagram with exact roves: 
The AC-module structure on Hom(M, I,) coincides with (5. I). 
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(4) The usual isomorphism HomA,(Ae, -) = - applied to the top row 
of (7.9) induces the commutative diagram with exact rows: 
(01 ------a Hom,(M, L) F Hom(M, L) -----+ 
ill ill 
(0) ---f HomAc(dP”I, Hom(M, L)) -+ HomAe(AP, Hom(M, L)) -+ 
Hom(M, L)/Homr(M, L) -+ {O] 
i (7.10) 
HomAe(l, Hom(M, L)). 
(5) Putting together (7.10) and (7.9), HomA( ,L) applied to (7.7) and 
(7.8) yields the commutative diagram with exact rows and top and bottom row 
idmtijed: 
(01 --)//i ~- + Homl(M, L) -i/i----+ Hom(M, L) --,‘/-+ 
(0) -----+ Hom&PlI, Hom(M, L)) -- Hom,&+, Hom(M L)) - 
(0) -------, Horn,-(M BA A”/L, L) -F Horn,-(M @)a Ae, L) --* 
(0) --,(/ii--- Homr(M, L) ----/i/M Hom(M, L) -/I--) 
(7.11) 
Hom(M, L)/Hom,(M, L) + (0: 
-1” 1 (7.10) 
Hom,e(I, Hom(M, L)) 
I (7.9) 
HomaW @A 1, L) 
IN I 
How-d , L) 
applied to (7.7) 
Horn,-((M @ A) . I, L) 
r, I (7.8) 
Hom(M, L)/Homr(M, L) + (0) 
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(6) For modules MA , Ae G, L, = AL there is a natural map: 
Horn,-( C;, L) ga HomA(M, A) -+ Homm(M @JA 0, L) 
f 0 g + (m 0 u - f(s@b)) 
(7.12) 
forf E Horn,-( ?I, L), g E Hom,(M, ,4). Note that HomA( U, L) is a right A-module 
from .U and Hom,(M, A) is a left A-module from AA in (7.12). The map in 
(7.12) is an isomorphism if M is a finitely generated projective right .-l-module. 
Comparing the first and third rows in (7.1 I) gives: 
Hom,(M, L) r Hom,(M gA ize/I, L). 
This with (7.12)-with LT = A”/I-gives: 
Hom,(M, L) s Homz(M @A A”/I, L) t- Horn,-(AelI, L) @A Hom,(M, A) 
(7.13) 
which is the composition of isomorphisms if M is a finitely generated projective 
right A-module. 
(7) Suppose M is a finitely generated projective right A-module so that 
(7.13) yields the isomorphism 
Hom,(M, L) s Horn,-(A’/I, L) @A Hom,(M, A). (7.14) 
The direct limit h,,y Hom,(M, L) =: Hom,Y(M,L). The inverse system 
{Ae/l},,y yields a direct system {Hom~(A’/I, L)},,y and thus: 
Hom”(M, L) = py Hom,(M, L) 
i using (7.14) 
= l$Y(Homa(A’, I, L) @IA HomA(M, A)) ’ 
1 
@ commutes withI& 
E (SF Horn,-(A”,I, L)) OA HomA(M, A) 
e. (s, Homr(A, L)) OA Hom,(M, A) 
by (7. I 1) with M A 
g Hom,Y(A, L) aA Hom,(M, A) 
where Hom,(A, L) and HomY(A, L) have there left A-module structure from ,,A. 
Thus: 
HomY(M, L) s Hom”(A,L) ail Hom,(M, A). 
(8) The natural map: 
(7.15) 
Hom(A, L) @A Hom,+(M, A) --f Hom(&I, L) 
f Og-tf~g 
(7.16) 
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(where Hom(A,L), arises from AA and ,Hom(M, A) arises from AA) carries 
Hom”(A, I.) BA Hom,,(M, A) to Homy(M, L) inducing the commutative 
diagram: 
Hom(A, L) aA Hom,(M, A) --+ Hom(M, L) 
t u 
HomY(A, L) @A Hom,(M, A) -+ HomY(M, L). 
(7.17) 
When M is a finitely generated projective right A-module the horizontal maps in 
(7.17) are isomorphisms. The lower one being (7.15). 
(9) Putting together (7.15) and (7.1, 2 and 3) gives: 
L aA HomY(A, A) @A HomA(M, A) z HonP(M, L) (7.18) 
when L and M are finitely generated projective right A-modules. This isomor- 
phism arises from the natural map-de$ned for arbitrary right A-modules L, M: 
L gA HomY(A, A) ga Hom,(M, A) -+ HomY(M, L) 
l@JfOs-(m-1.(fg(m>N- 
(7.19) 
In (7.18) and (7.19) Hom,Y(A, A)A arises from HomY(,A, A) and 
.HomY(A, A) arises from HomY(A, AA). 
If M is a finitely generated projective right A-module then Hom,(M, A) is a 
finitely generated projective left A-module. So that (7.15) with L = A or (7.18) 
with L = A leads us to the study of Hom”(A, A) as a left A-module. As usual 
we must first look at Hom,(A, A) for left ideals I of A”. Again using (7.11) with 
M = L = A comparing the top and middle rows gives 
Hom,(A, A) z HomA(A”/I, A). (7.20) 
And by this isomorphism the left A-module structure on Hom,(A, A)-which 
arises from Hom,(A, .4)-corresponds to the left A-module structure on 
HomA(Ae/l, A) arising from HomA(AP/I, AA). This with (7.20) gives the first 
statement in: 
7.21. PROPOSITION. (1) If A “/I is a finitely generated projective left A--module 
then Hom,(A, A) is a Jinitely generated projective left A-module. 
(2) If Y has a cofinal subset of the form I1 3 I, 3 ... (in$nite or terminating) 
where each AelI,, is a$nitelygeneratedprojective left x-module then HomY(A, A) 
is a countably generated projective left A-module. If the sequence I1 3 I2 3 .‘. 
terminates at n then HomY(A, A) = Hom,%(A, A) is a$nitely generatedprojective 
left A-module. 
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Proof. (1) is proved above the proposition. 
(2) We give the proof for the case of an inJinite sequence 1,3 1a 3 .‘. 
By cofinality Homy(i2, A) =.= lJi H om,,(A, il). We now use the linear algebra 
“extending-the-basis” trick. By projectizvity of A”/ln as a left A-module 
splits as a sequence of left A-modules. Hence In/lnir is a direct summand of 
A’lIn+l which is a finitely generated projective left A-module and In/In+, is 
itself a finitely generated projective left A-module. Thus 
splits as a sequence of left A-modules and for each n + 1 there is a left A-module 
Jn+l C I, with 
1, r Lil EJ Jrr,.l > 
(*‘,J 
Jnq s Wn+l a finitely generated projective left A-module. 
Bv (*), (**.J, and induction: 
as a left A-module so that: 
Hoq2+,,@, A) s Horn,-(A”;I,+,, , 4 
s Homn(A’;I, , A) @ Horn,-( Jncl , A) 0 ..* 0 Hom,&,I- 71L, A) 
and the union lJi Hom,$(A, A) becomes-starting from any n: 
Hom~(A”/1, , A) @I@~>~ HomA(J,,A) . 
This is the countable direct sum of finitely generated projective left A-modules 
and so is a countably generated projective left ,4-module. Q.E.D. 
We are prompted by (7.21, 2) to briefly look at the question of whether .Y 
has a cofinal subset 1r 3 I, 3 .... This comes down to the (topological) first 
axiom of countability. 
If an inductive set 9 has a @rite cofinal subset F then since 9 is inductive 
and finite it has a unique minimal element K, which must be the unique minimal 
element of Y. Thus the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Y has a finite cofinal subset. 
(2) Y has a unique minimal element. 
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If 9 is an inductive set of left ideals of A” with unique minimal element K 
then the completion 2 is simply Ae/K with the discreet topology. 
In the next lemma the term “countable” is used to mean “finite” or “countably 
infinite.” The lemma gives conditions equivalent to the first axiom of countability. 
7.22. LEMMA. Suppose .Y is an inductive set. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) There is a subset ~7~ of .v' where ~9~ is cojinal with .Y’ and each subset of 
r1 either contains a least element or is cojinal with F1 . 
(2) There is a subset ~9~ of 9’ which is cofinal with .Y and J?~ is countable. 
(3) There is a subset yS of .‘/’ which is co$nal with .Y and ~9~ is of the form 
Proof. We give the proof for the case where 9’ does not have a finite cofinal 
subset. 
(3 =- l), (3 + 2) are both clear since ZJ has the desired properties of Fr 
and Fa . 
(2 :m: 3) We may assume 3 = {K,}z=, . C ‘onstruct Fa as follows: 1, = K1 , 
I, =- Ki where Kj C Kr n K2 and inductively I, = KL where K1 C 1,-r n K, . 
Then 
I, 3 I, 3 . . . 
and 
Thus KS = (Ii} has the desired properties. 
(1 ‘~ 3) Let Yr be as in statement (1). Construct ifs as follows: for I1 
choose any ideal in Fi and inductively I, is any ideal of 6 with I, $ I,-, . 
Then 1,3 I, 1 ... and {Ij} has no least element. By the property of Fi the set 
{ij} must be cofinal with F1 and hence with .Y. Q.E.D. 
7.23. DEFINITION. If 9 is an inductive set of left ideals of Ae then the 
.Y-topology on A” is called first countable if it satisfies the conditions of (7.22). 
Now the wrap-up of this section: 
7.24. THEOREM. Suppose .Y gives an operator topology on Ac which is first 
countable and for each I E 9, AelI is a finitely generated projective left A-module, 
i.e., the topology is locally cojinite and locally coprojective in the terminology (4.1). 
M is a finitely generated projective right A-module and N a right A-module which is 
a jinztely generated projective generator (or “progenerator” in the terminology of 
[ 1, Definition, p. 31). 
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(1) HomY(M, N) is a countably generated projective left End, N-module 
where for f E End, N, g E HomY(M, N) f g = f 0 g. If 9 has a least element then 
Homy(M, N) is finitely generated as a left End, N-module. 
(2) If A is Y-separable, then 
D(A) = D(End, N) c< D(EndF N), 
WD(A) = WD(End, N) < WD(End,y N), 
where ’ ‘D” indicates left global dimension and “ WD” indicates zseak global dimen- 
sion . 
Proof. (1) By (5.4, 3) f 0 g t HomY’(M, N) so that HomY(M, N) is a left 
End,N-module. By [ 1, Proposition p. 81 and [ 1, Morita I, p. 91, N is a finitely 
generated projective End, N-module. If Z is a finitely (countably) generated 
projective left A-module then N BA Z is a finitely (countably) generated 
projective left End, N-module. Hence by (7.21, 2) ,V @)A Hom”(d, 9) is a 
countably generated projective left End,, :T-module which is finitely generated if 
.Y has a least element. 
Since M is a finitely generated projective right A-module Hom,(M, A) is a 
finitely generated projective left A-module and N (%JA Hom”(A, iz) aA 
Hom(M, A) is a countably generated projective left End, -V-module which is 
finitely generated if .Y has a least element. By (7.18) this gives part (1). 
Part (2) follows from (5.4, 6) and (5.13) where p := r: A --f II == End ;V.. ‘Then 
Hy = End.Y N and C Ap = End, N giving D(End, N) -< D(End.Y N) and 
WD(End, i\T) <G WD(End,’ IV). S’ mce NT is a right progenerator for =I the 
algebras A and End, N are Morita equivalent and hence have the same left, 
right, and weak global dimension. Q.E.U. 
8. THE ORIGINAL EXAMPLES REVIEWED 
Suppose .Y is an operator topology on Ap arising as in (1.7) and (4.3), with .X 
the given set of subalgebras of A. In (5.14) it is shown that for right A-modules 
M, N: Hom,Y(M, -V) :- (Jxcx- Hom,(M, N). For an A-bimodule I, and left 
ideal I C A? the sets M : 1 and MY are defined at (6.1) and used in Section 6- 
especially (6.5, 3)-in the study of (inner) derivations. L : 1 and LY may be 
further identified when the ideals arise from subalgebras: 
8.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose M is an i2-bimodule and Z a subalgebra of A. Let 
I = Ker(iFD,: A’ - ,4”Z), aDz defined between (1.5) and (1.6). 
L: I -= {IEL / l.2 = z/for all xtZ), 
Ly-~ u (1ELIlZ 21, for all z G Z). 
ZE.X 
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Proof. The second equality follows from the first since (6.1) LS = uIEy L : I. 
The first equality follows from the fact that Ker P, = I is generated by 
{i @ .z - z @ l)z.z as a left ideal. Q.E.D. 
8.2. Direct product example review. This example is developed in Section 2. 
We freely use that notation. For 2 C $, BP splits up according to (2.4). 
A = A, = By splits up as a right B&-module as: “Ax as a right AH- 
module” direct sum “A&, as a right R . Is,-module.” In particular if Z’ is 
finite and consists of R algebras which are finitely generated projective R-modules 
then A is a finitely generated projective B/-module. In forming .X only 
“cofinite” Z are considered, thus by (4.3): 
If each X E 3 is a finitely generated projective 
R-module then for each I E 9, A”/I is a finitely (g-3) 
generated projective left A-module. 
If 2 is a countable set then y has countably many finite subsets and hence, 
countably many confinite subsets. Hence .Y is first countable, (7.23). 
8.4. THEOREM. Suppose $ is a countable set of separable R-algebras which are 
projectice as R-modules. Suppose N is a right progenerator for A = A, r= By . 
Then 
D(A) = D(End, N) < D(End” N), 
WD(A) = WD(End, N) < WD(EndY N), 
where “D” stands for left global dimension and “WD” stands for weak global 
dimension. 
Jf R is afield then 
0 = WD(A) = WD(End, N) = WD(End~? N). 
Proof. By the remark above the theorem .Y is first countable. By [4, (2.1) 
p. 471 the algebras of f must be finitely generated as R-modules. In Section 2 
it is shown that A is Y-separable (called s-separable there.) Hence (8.3) and 
(7.24,2) give the first part of the theorem. 
If R is a field then a separable R algebra is semisimple [4, p. 49, 2.41 and hence 
a Van Neumann regular ring, [7, p. 131, 61. It is clear from the definition of 
Neumann regular ring [7, p. 129, Definition IO] that the direct product of Van 
Neumann regular rings is again such. Hence for each Z C fl the ring Bx (2.4) 
is Van Neumann regular. By [7, p. 129, Theorem 161 it follows that Von 
Neumann regular rings have weak global dimension zero. Hence each B# has 
weak global dimension zero. As mentioned above, as a right B.T-module 
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i2=mAd, B, splits up as: “Ax as a right Ax-module” direct sum “,3~@, as 
a right R 12, g R-module.” With Z’ fin’ rte and R a field it follows that A is a 
progenerator as a right BP-module. Hence by (5.14, 2): WI)(EndY :V) == 0. By 
the first part of the theorem this forces the other weak global dimensions to be 
zero. QED. 
Let us get even more specific. For each i t ,\f-the natural numbers-iet the 
algebra R, be a copy of R. Then A uiGN Rj . For n E N let [fz, m) denote 
{n, n ~- I,...; and R[n,T) = R -k JJi>n , Ri. If A is identified with the set of 
infinite sequences {(ri , Y* , r:( ,...)}r iR then Bc,,,,, is the subalgebra of infinite 
sequences 
[(A ,..., A, r,, . J’,, : , 1 J’,, “ ,... .ij:yJ 
n-l 
R of course sits inside of A as the infinite sequences ((A, A, A,...)),,, Let :\: be the 
right A-module .q itself, certainly a progenerator. Viewing A as a right Hc,~.~:- 
module and using (2.2) and (2.4) gives the decomposition: “[(r, ,..., r,,+l))r,FR as 
a right [(A,..., h)SneR 2 R-module” direct sum “{(rn , y,,*r ,...)),.Sin as a right 
-- 
?,-, 
:(yn > J’“! 11 >..’ )j,.L,R-module.” Hence End, ,7,,7, .-1 correspondingly decomposes: 
End 
M(n - 1, R) -- 
(8.5) 
This is most conveniently represented as YJ x: matrices of the form 
n-1 
il - I 1 I i --- 
i ‘4 
i i @.6,,) C-J 
where the upper left (n - 1) x (n - I) matrix is filled in with arbitrary elements 
from R and the * signs down the diagonal are arbitrary quite possiblJf distinct from 
one another elements of R. This representtion of EndRI,.m, A as matricies of the 
form (8.6,) gives the correct inclusion of End,,7t,m, .4 C EndBln ~1,~, .?. Since all 
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cofinite subsets of P+J contain [m, 03) for high enough m it follows that EndN A 
consists of: 
j$ 
matrices of the form (8.6,)). 
By (8.4) we see that this algebra of certain CC x GO matrices has weak global 
dimension 0 when R is a field. 
Next turn to the matrix examples of Section 3. We freely use that notation. 
The second example is of interest here because the over-algebra A defined above 
(3.12) is a finitely generated projective right module for the subalgebras B, . 
In this case .Y arises from 9 = {B7E}zC,, according to (4.3). 
8.7. THEOREM. (1) FOP each n, A is a singly generated-generated by one 
element-projective right B,-module. 
(2) EndY A is a countably generated projective left A-module. 
(3) If N is a Tight progenerator for A then D(A) = D(End, N) < 
D(EndY N), WD(A) = WD(End, N) < WD(Endg N) where D stands for left 
global dimension and WD stands for weak global dimension. 
Proof. (I) The ideal B,+, (3.21), is a 2-sided ideal of B, . Let UB, be the 
matrices of the form: 
n 
a! 
n 
:i . . 
0 
01 (8.8) 
-__ 
0 c 
LIBB, is a right ideal in B, and B, = B,+ @ UB, . Hence both B,-8 and UB, 
are singly generated projective right B,-modules. Showing A s B,i- as a right 
B,-module will prove part (1). For 0 ,( I E B let 4” denote the co x co matrix: 
(8.9) / 
Then for any cc x co matrix m: Jzm is the matrix m shifted down I rows; i.e., 
mij = (i’m)i+z,j and (J”m)ij = 0 for i < 1. Thus inA = B,+ and A + A, 
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m ---f J”rn is a right B,-module map which maps A isomorphically to B,r. This 
concludes part (1). 
(2) By part (1) we may apply (4.3). Y IS countable hence first countable 
(7.22), (7.23). Hence by (7.21, 2) End” A is a countably generated projective 
left A-module. 
(3) Follows from (7.24, 2). Q.E.D. 
Finally turn to the example of Section 4, beginning a bit before (4.8). We 
freely use that examples notation. 9 is given in (4.11). By (4.8) A”/Z, is a finitely 
generated projective (free) left A-module. If k is countable then .Y is first 
countable by (7.22). In this case (7.24) becomes: 
8.10. THEOREM. Let 9’ be as in (4.1 l), k a countable subfield of R, M a finitely 
generated projective right A-module and N a right progenerator for A. 
(1) Hom,4”(M, N) is a countably generated projective left End,., N-module. 
(2) D(A) = D(End, N) < D(End9 N), 
WD(A) = WD(End, N) < WL)(End9 N), 
where D indicates left global dimension and WD indicates weak global dimension. 
Proof. Just above the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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